MAYA MEENA’S LAST STRAW
Hello!

My name is Maya Meena

@ lilstrawgirl
“Go Straw Free Like Me!”
• Mass Extinction
• Mass Extinction
• Plastic killing wildlife
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- Coral Reefs and Oceans Suffocating
• Mass Extinction
• Plastic killing wildlife
• Coral Reefs and Oceans Suffocating
• People living on plastic piles
“Plastic straws are harmless, plastic is NOT that big a deal!”
• Single use plastic Straws
• Something we use for less than 15 minutes lasts forever piling on to the huge plastic waste piles all over the world.
• ESSENTIAL??
• Ability to drink (for all of us who are able) does NOT diminish without a straw.
She didn’t even use sippy cups!

- Lets talk about essentials.
100 TREES PLANTED

Offsetting CO2 emissions from 1 million straws each YEAR

We use 500 million straws every DAY
What will be left for us?
What will be left for us?
Because we can, so we MUST!

I may be little,
I may be young,
But I have strengths you will need.

We’re stronger together
Those who’ve heard: Step Up!

Those who haven’t: Listen to the science of our survival

Empower others to take action

The older generation: stop robbing our resources

To the rest: GET OUT OF OUR WAY
asbestos

CFC

Climate chaos???
We need each other.

All hands on deck
Lily Gardner, 16 activist

Maya Meena, 5 activist